Are you looking to lead transformational change in the health sector? Equip yourself to make a difference to the future of health care through our new executive health management PhD program.

This is your opportunity to complete an internationally-recognised doctoral program, with expert, cross-disciplinary supervision. Our new executive health management PhD program is designed specifically for senior leaders in the health and public sector.

You’ll work on projects or initiatives from within your organisation as part of your degree, with the support of globally-connected researchers who are leaders in their field. You’ll undertake quality research with impact, amplifying your impact within your organisation and the health care system.

This will be complemented by specially selected professional development activities, designed to build your leadership and research skills in health management. By combining health and economic data with organisational change strategies, you’ll also advance your decision-making and service transformation processes.

Get ready to be part of the global health care transformation and meet the future health needs of our society.

**OUR EXECUTIVE HEALTH MANAGEMENT PHD PROGRAM**

As part of your executive health management PhD program, you will:

- Undertake a substantial research project that culminates in a thesis of no more than 80,000 words.
- Be supported by supervisors from both Monash Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences and Monash Business School.
- Complete 60 hours of research and teaching professional development activities, enhancing your research, project management and communication skills.
- Complete 60 hours of professionalism, innovation and career activities, including two workshops; Reviewing and synthesising evidence, and Economic evaluations and decision-making.

You also have the opportunity to participate in the exclusive Harvard Macy Leadership and Innovation short course. Learn more about this program at monash.edu/healthed-institute

**WHY CHOOSE MONASH?**

- We’re ranked in the top 1% of universities worldwide and #42 in the world for Clinical, Preclinical and Health Sciences (Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2020).
- Join 1400+ PhD students in Monash Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences and be a part of an energised and supportive research community.
- With a bench-to-bedside approach, our research focuses on directly improving outcomes for patients and communities.
- Our partners include healthcare services, government agencies and global companies, including Monash Health, Eastern Health, Transport Accident Commission, Pfizer CTI and Janssen.

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY COURSE DETAILS**

**Course code** 0047 | **CRICOS code** 041047A

**Start date:** Anytime, subject to availability of supervision

**Duration:** 3-4 years (full-time) or 6-8 years (part-time)

**Fees:** The Australian government’s Research Training Program (RTP) Fees Offset covers graduate research course fees if you are an Australian or New Zealand citizen, or Australian permanent resident, for up to 4 years.

**Entry requirements:** You’ll need to have previously completed a degree which includes research experience (such as honours) or equivalent qualifications and experience.

For further information about our PhD program, including fees and entry requirements, visit monash.edu/medicine/research/grad-research

**Contact Us**

Professor Terry Haines
Head of School, Primary and Allied Health Care
E: terrence.haines@monash.edu
monash.edu/medicine/spahc
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